Glacial History and
Palaeoecology of
Northeastern Nouveau-QuCbec
and Northern Labrador
Between mid-July and mid-August1975, a
reconnaissance was made of a large tract of
subarctic
and
arctic terrain bounded by
Schefferville, Fort Chimo and the Torngat
Mountains north to latitude 59”35’ N (Fig.
1). A float-plane wasused for the purpose.
Three main areas received special attention:
the southern and central Torngat Mountains
between Hebron Fiord and Ryans Bay: the
lower George River between Wedge Hill and
Port Nouveau QuCbec, and the Quebec-Newfoundland boundary area north ofSchefferville.
This work was designed to provide radiometric dating control for earlier studies in the
sameregion carried out between 1955 and
19651,2*3*4.It was intended to lay a foundation for future detailedinvestigations of
Holocene climatic and ecological history, i t
cludingfluctuationsin
the position of the.
northern treeline, final disappearance of the
late-Wisconsin Laurentide Ice Sheet, and the
earlydevelopment of humanoccupation of
the areas.
Specific objectives included:

1. confirmation that three distinct rock

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

weatheringzones,
related to discrete
glacialstades,wereindeed
correlative
with rock weathering zones recognized
in
Baffin
Island through quantitative
studies6.7Z423.10;
resolution of the questions of the existence of ice-free areas during the Wisconsin
Maximum
(Saglek
Glaciation)
and of the earlier total glacial inundation of the Torngat Mountains. The
second question hinges on the interpretation of anomalousblocksonhigh
mountain tops as glacial erratics8.9J1.12;
dating of the major glacial lake shorelinesin the GeorgeRiverbasin(Naskaupi and McLeanglaciallakes4.13.14)
and location of other suspected glacial
lake systems:
determination of the date of finaldisappearance of late-Wisconsin ice in the
central region of Labrador-Ungaval5Ja~
17.18;
study of the fluctuations in the position
of the forest-tundra ecotone overthe last
8,000 years and comparison with those
in the Districts of Keewatin and Mackenzie, N.W.T.19.20*21-22;
analysis of Holocene climatic and environmental fluctuationsaffecting
plant
communities and human occupancy5.
FIG. 1. Schematic
retreat phases of the
Laurentide Ice Sheetin
Labrador-Ungava and
southern B a f i Island
from its “Classical
Wisconsin” maximumto
about 6,000 B. P. The
maximum position along
much of thedabrador
coast possibwdates from
between 14,000 and
18,OOO B.P.; but-*.
.
as recent as 8,500 B.P.
in BaSn Island.
Phases I1 and I11
probably fall between
8,500 and 7,000 B.P.
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FIG. 2. View from the basecamp. The light-tonedrough-texturedband
across the centre
represents the Koroksoak Zone. It is bounded by the lower l i t of mature mountain-top
(Torngat) detritus above, and by the Saglek moraines below.

At the present stage of laboratory and field
data analysis only apart of these major problems can bereferred to.
Lake sediment cores were taken from ten
lakes ranging from Boundary Lake, north of
Schefferville, to Miriam Lake in the Four
Peaks area of the Torngat Mountains. This
material is currently undergoing pollen analysis and selectiveradiocarbon-dating. Initial
field examination of the Torngat Mountain
andGeorgeRiverbasincoresrevealed
that
the topmost sequence was consistentlya layer
of coarse sand overlying more organic sediments. This indicates a recent environmental
disturbance involving accelerated soil erosion.
Peat monoliths were also collected at scatteredlocalities and apotentiallysignificant
sample of marine mollusc shellswas collected
from the outer coast north of Seven Islands
Bay. Tauber static pollen traps were left in
place at twelve sites, to be collected later for
assessment of the pattern of present-day pollen rain; numerous moss and lichen polsters
were also collected to assist this phase of the
study. Finally, observationswere made on
the sites of former snowbanks and on the
Neoglacialmoraines of the Torngat Mountains cirque glaciers.
From a base camp established on Nakvak
Lake in the southern Torngat Mountains, a
series of traverses were run from valley bottom to adjacentmountaintops
to provide
quantitative data on variations in rock weath-

ering with altitude. Weathering characterisof rock
ticsstudiedincluded:measurement
angularity, extent of projection of quartz
veins and phenocrystsabove
the general
rack surface, thiakness of weathering rinds
and presence and dimensions of weathering
pits6.'.0; and observatiens were made on occurrence of mountain-top detritus, tor-like
forms, and all indications of former glacial
erosion and deposition. From this wurk it was
concluded that the three distinct weathering
mes distinguishableby eye(Fig. 2) in the
southern Torngat Mountains, and originally
named Torngat, Koroksoak and SagIeks.0,
had comparable degrees of weathering to
Zones I, II and III rwpectiveiy, as identified
by Boyer and Pheasant0 in eastern Baffin Island. In the Baffin Island setting, the boundary between Zones III and II is frequently
marked by abelt of extensive lateral moraines which have been shown by Pheasantas
to represent the uppér limit of ice during the
Wisconsin Stade. A comparable situation exists in the Torngat Mountaips since the ex-.
tensive Saglek moraines mark the transition
from the Saglek weathering zonebelow to
the Kolokgoak weathuing zone above. On
thisbasisatentative
correlation is made
between B a a Island. Zone III, qabrador
SagIek&ne,
and the maximum extent of
W~sconsinice in the eastern Canadian Arctic.
"he Koroksoak Zone bears numerous signs
of former glacialactivity and presumably
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FIG. 3A. Glacialerraticat
over 4,000 ft. (1,200 m) on a
mountain top overlooking the
head of Saglek Fiord.

3B. Glacial erratic of
pink and white banded granite
gneiss on a hilltop in the
Torngat Zone northof
Nakvak Lake.
FIG.

3C. Detail to location
of erratic shown illustrated
in Fig. 3B.

FIG.
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can be related to a pre-Wisconsin glaciation,
or glaciations. It is hoped that analysis of
sediment cores collected from lakes dammed
up by the Saglek moraines willstrengthen
these chronological designations.
The significanceof the Torngat Weathering Zone has remained a topicof considerable
controversy for manyyears,associated,in
particulai, with the interpretation of anomalous summit blocks as glacial erratics or
erosion residuals10.11. During the 1975field
season is was possible to ascend a large number of summit areas. Many more anomalous
blockswerelocated
than hitherto and an
analysis of their rock type in relation to that
of the underlying bedrock, and their general
disposition, leads to the definiteconclusion
that most of them are glacial erratics. A typicalglacial erratic is illustrated inFig.3A,
while in Figs. 3B and 3C is shown an erratic
resting on top of a tor-like form. The age of
such erratics remains a major problem. They
may have been emplaced during the KoroksoakGlaciationwhen
thinner iceover the
summit areas was cold-based and hence protected the underlying tor-like forms and related weathering phenomena, whilst thicker,
more rapidly moving, and hence, warm-based
ice in the through-troughs scouredthe Koroksoak surface; or theymayhavebeenemplaced during a much earlier glaciation.
Fieldworkin1973
in the George River
basin by Dr. William Fitzhugh, whose Smithsonian Institution party included Short, facilid
tated afirst attempt to date the Naskaupi
Glacial Lakeshorelines. Six lake sediment
coreshavebeencompletelypollen-analysed
by Short, and two critical radiocarbon dates
from basal sediments have been provided by
Dr. Robert Stuckenrath of the Smithsonian
Radiocarbon Laboratory. These dates relate
to the highest Naskaupi shoreline and indicate
that the lake system began to form sometime
after 8,700 B.P. and that the major drainage had occurred prior to 6,800 B.P; During
the 1975field Work, additional lake sediment cores were collected and progress was
made in more clearly defining the northern
limits of the former lake system which was
dammed by ice over the lower George River
and southern Ungava Bay. Previously-unmapped systems of former ice-dammed lakes
were located by airborne reconnaissance between the northern limits of the Naskaupi
Glacial Lakes and the Torngat Mountain
height-of-land.
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